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AIIGIJ3S OF ATTACK AND Alli SPEEDS DURING MAWUVERS.

By EDWARDP. WARXERand .F. H. NOBTON,Lar@ey MernorirdAeronautical Laboratory.

EYTRODCCTION.

The following report was prepared at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory of
the National .Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, as ;t seemed desirable that. there should be
some stucly of the at;itude assumed by an airplane, and more particdarly of its motion -with .

.

respect to surrounding air when maneuvering, either in ordinary turnsl spirak, climbs, and dives,
m in those more spectacular feats wmnnonIy known as stunts. It is important to secure this
information, among other reasons, in order to have definite .knowIedge as to the distribution of

..==

load on the wings, and so to fmnish the basis for improved accuracy in stress analysis. An
accelerometer can be counted on to give the total load on the -wings with great. accuracy, but it

.—

tells riothing about the distribution of that load along the chord or between the upper and Iower
wings or about its partition between the front and rear trusses. Knowledge as to these factors
can onIy be gained from measurements of the angle of attack.

The second reason for wishing data on behavior in maneuvers is aerod~amic. If airplanes
are to be desi=qed intelligently it is essentiaI that the designer know mhat. they will have to do.
If a machine is required to IOOp easiIY and rapidly, or to resist falling into spins, or to show any
other particwkw maneuverability characteristic} a necessary preliminary is the securing of
information as to the reactions of the air on the machine and the manner “h which the-y should
be modified to gain the desired end.

Experiment in this direction has bee~ exceedingly sparse compared with that in other Iines.
Some -work has been done at the Iioyal Aircraft Establishment with a recording air-speed meter,
as weII as by observing with a camera obscura and by ta-king moving pictures from another
airpIane, the seccmd method being used particuhirly for spins and spiraIs, the third for rolls.
.%11of these experiments, -with the exception of those on air speeds which were performed in
conjunction -with some accelerometer tests, were directed priaarily toward the determinatio~
of attitudes and motions in space rather than with relation to the surrounding air, and this,
while interesting, is of little immediate application if taken alone. To make a compIete dyn~”c
anaI-y& it is of course necessary that both the angles of attack and the angles of in&nation b~
know-r: but the angles of attack and accelerations are more important to the designer than
are the positions in space. The angles of attack and side slip couId obviously be computed if “
the attitude and component -velocities were completely known and if the air were still, but the
measurements wouId ha-t-e to “be made -with greater refinement., to give a satisfactory degree of
reIative accuracy in the determinations of the angles to the relat,tie wind, than is readiIy attain-
able by the methods hitherto wed.

Some experiments on tihe direct, measurement of angles of attack d~ing maneuvers have
accordingly been carried out at LangIey Field.

METHODS OF T13+WlNG.

The angle of attack -was measured with a simple vane, counterweighted b-y a rod projecting
forward from the pivot. The wme rm.s exceedingl-y steady, and the angIe could eady be read
to -within a degree under my normal conditions when the -mnes were -m41a-way from the center

[.\ppIied Aerod.yn.amics, by Leonard Bafrstow, N’ew York, 1920. Ch. V.
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of the machine. An attempt to measure the direction of flow in the slip stream, however, was.
less successful, the vane fluttering badly because of the more turbulrnt nature of the rclatiw
flow .

The direct measurement of angle of attack during manmmers is subject to two errors,
arid the. means which reduce one error unfortunately aggrayate the other. The most obyious
of these two sources of difficulty is the interference of the wings and the disturbance of the air
to considerable distances in front of the machine. If there were no complicating factors this
interference could be reduced to a point where it would become negligible I~y carrying the Yanc
on a Iong pole projecting one and a half or two chord lengths fm.ward of the leading edge, as
is the practice when the angle of attack is to be measured during steady straight flight. This
is impracticable when the flight path is cwvilinear, because the rotation causes clifferent parts
of the airplane to mo-re in different directions at the same instant, and a -rant carried wrll
forward of the wings would not travel through the air in the same dircc tion as do the wings
themselves. In a tight Ioop the rotation is rapid mol~gh so that moving the vane for~varrl
3 feet would cause an error of zpproximatel~ 1..5° in the ~anc reading, cntirclj~ mide from my
interference effects. Because of these inewt able errors, the mcasurcmmts can not be re]icd
on for great accuracy; but the two sources of trouble fortunately tend to cancel each othm in
most instances, the mterfmence making the reading too hig~lj wl.i]e the rotdion in the sense
usuaI in maneuvers (stalling) makes it too low, and the total rcsultant”wror probably dom not
weeed 2° in any instance except at ~ery large angles of attack.

The air spcecl was measured with a meter of the pressure-plate type in order to bring the
dial cIose to the vane and to facilitate the photographic rccorditlg of angle of attack and air
speecl on a single film. The vane and air-speed meter are shown togpther in figure 1, The
whole instrument is pivoted and has a counterweighted vane behind the pi~ot to keep the meter
always in the same position with respect to the relati~e wind. The meter is pivoted in the
-rertiwd plane only, no attempt having been made to allow swiveling about a ~erticd axis when
side slipping. The member on which the air pressure acts is an tiluminum disk 2 inches in
diameter (seen edge-on in the lower right-hand corner of the cut). This disk is rigidIy attached
to one member of a jointed parallelogram linkage. The side opposite to that which bears the
disk is pivotally fixed to the airplane, and an extension of one of the other sides carries a pointer
moving o~er a scale. The rearward motion of the disk is opposed by the pull of a rubber baml
which connects extensions of two adjacent sides of the paralleIogrtim. The air-speed meters
were calibrated in flight by flying the airplane steadily at various speeds and obwrving the
position of the pointer. At speeds below the minimum for steady flight the mctrrs were crdi-
br~ted in a wind tunnel,

Wneuvers may be divided into four classes—steady symmetrical, steady asymmetrical,
unsteady symmetrical, and unsteady asymmetrical. The first class includes only rect ilincar
flight., both horizonttil and inclined. The second group inc]ucles turns on the ]m-rk, spirals, fin(]
some spins. The extent to which spinning is a steacly motion is a matter stiIl open for argument,
but it is certain that there are some airplones in which it is a periodic, motim of substalltia]ly
un-rarying amplitude. The class of symmetrical unstea(]y motions is a ~ery Inrge one, taking
in loops, zooms, ordinary longitudinal] oscillations, and pulling out of dives. l?inally, the fourth
classification includes rolk arid reverse, or Irnmelman, turns.

These four classes me nrranged approximately in order of the (litlculty which tl)oy present
to the experimenter. The stedy motions are easy” to study, because no recording instruments
me neccssar,y, the readings being taken and recorded by the observer. This method wtw used
in the first work clone on free-flight testing by the hTational Arlyisory Committee for .~eronnu t ies
tit Ltil]gley Field.z The symmetrical motions are easier than the umymmetrical to drnl with,
because in a symmetrical motion all points along a line perpendicular to the plane of symmetry
have the same speed and direction of motion, and it is therefore only necessary, in general, to
take readings at one point, whereas in uns.vmrnetrical maneuvers at least two points find some-
times more must be used. .=

x Preliminary Report on Free-Flight Testing, by Edward P. Warner and F. H. Norton; N. A. C. A. Report No. 70, IVashington, 1920.
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Fig. 1.—The Vane End Air Speed Metsr.

Fig. 2.—Photographs of Vane and Air Speed
Gem Camera.

Meter taken with
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FiE. 3.—The .!N 4H Test Airplane.
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The method used in the present series of tests WLSto take mo-ri~g pictures of the vane ancl
air-speecl meter, which were fastened about 1S inches apart, with a gun camera. A fe~
exposures from one of the recorcls are showR in iignre 2. OnIy one wing tip at. a time could
be worked on in this wa.Y, and uns=yrumetrical maneuvers h~.d to be repeated in order to secure
complete records. The gun camera is -iery unsatisfactory for this -work, as it does not run as
long on a singIe winding as wou!ld be desirable: and as its speed is not sufficiently constant to
furnish a good time scale. The gorernor is of rather crude construction, although amply good
enough for gunnery practice, and the rate of taking piet.ures is considerably affected by accelera-
tions of the air plane. Furthermore, many recorcls mere spoiled by jamming of the mechanism.

RESWTS OF TESTS.

The first experiments were made iu steady straight flight and with direct reading in order to
see how serious -was the error due to interference between the winggs and the ~ane. A JNT.4H
airplane was used in these and in all subsequent tests, and is shown, as fitted up for the tests,
in figure 3. The vane readings were compared with the values of the angle of attack determined
for the same airplane in Report No. 70 by the use of a Iiquid inclinometer when frying Ie-rel, and
it was found that interference increased the vane reading by from 1° to I ~“ at aH air speeds
from 70 miles per hour to 90 miles per hour. At speeds lo-wer than these the interference is
more marked, increasing to 4° at 50 miles per hour. It is not probable that the error due to
interference goes on increasi~~ rapidly as the angie of attack increi~ses beyond the burb~e point,
since the degree of upward cli-remion of the air forw-ard of the -wirgs is dependent on the lift
coefficient.

The next type of evolution tested xas an ordinary spiral. During a tight spiral at WI
miles per hour the angle of attack rose to 7“7 altho~ah the angje for equilibrium in strai@ t
flight at this speed is only 0.8°. Allow-kg for an interference error of 1.5° in the a@e -den
spiraling, and taking lift coefEcients determined in free- flLght tests of the JX4H, it appears
th~t the lift coefficient at 5.5° k 1.Y1 times as large as thtit a~ O.SO. LTegIecting the effect of
descent in spiraLing, the theoretical angIe of bank corresponding to this load factor would be
57°. h“o apparatus for making accurate measurements of banking angle was a-railab~e, but
it was e-i-ident from direct im~pection that the angIe of bank was approximately 60” (within
10” plus or minw+). The experimental cIetermination of the angle of attack, therefore, checks
weIl with the computed -i-alue in thk simple case.

The first real stunt to be com~idered was the spin. It can easiIy be shown that the angles
of attack at the wing tips during any unsymmet,ricaI maneu~er are:

for the right JI-@, and

+.p
tan m==

.s
—U+G. T

for the left, where u ancl w are the components of ~elocity parallel to the .Y and Z axes, respec-
tively, and p and r are the a~gular ~elocities about those axes, as is cw~tomary in stability

-work, and ~ is the distance from the plane of symmetry, the X“ axis being taken parallel
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to the wing chord. Similarly, the components of velocity paralM to the plane of sYnl-
metry are:

4–

—. ..—-——

v,= (U+;.?)’+ (w-; .p)’

if v, the velocity of side slip, be neglected.
The determination of”% aL, VR, and V,,, therefore, makes

w, p, and r. The solutions for these four ~elocities are:.
possible the calculation of p,

(~7RCOS‘%+ ~7LCOSCtr,
%=— —-

~ )

T7T,sin a~— T7Lsin a~
p =

s

~’LCOS O!I,— ~7R COS ax
‘r=

s

Direct observation of the angIe of attack after the attainment of storwly conditions shcnvcrl
a great difference among spins. The angle of attack at the inner wing ~aried from 35° in the
slowest true spins to 75° in the most rapid maneuvers. The angle on the outer wing varim
much less, ranging only from 70 to 10° in the tests made.
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In using the gun camera the records were started early enough to catch the beginning of
the maneuver from the instant when the pilot pul]ecl his stick back to SW the machine. The
variation of angle of att~ck on the inner wing tip during a spin and of speed during tho ~ccov-
eries are plotted in figure 4, Complete speed records could not be plotted because the speed
during the spin w-as beIow the lower end of the scale (48 miles per hour). Both of them spins
were executed with the stick c~ear back and with the controls crossed (left rudder, right aileron).
It wiIl be noted that the spin starts with a large oscillation as the rudder is put omw, and ~hat
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this oscillation is -rery quicldy damped out, disappearing after a single swing. As the controls
are centrdiz.ed the a~~le increases for an instant and then faIIs off rapiclly. Accelerometer
records on this same airplane show a continuous oscillation of smaIl ampIitmde throughout
the duration of the spip, but this oscillation couId not be observed on the ~anes. In spins
of long duration [too long to be folIowed iboughout with the gun camera) the vanes reached ,
a perfectly steady reading, mm&w Ie-ss than one degree therefrom.

?7kzIc?h Seconds.

~lG. 5.

The ~ariation of angle on the outside &g is plotted in figure 5. IIere, too, there is an
oscilIztion, the angIe of attack increasing as the machine starts to fall into the spin and then
failing oti as the rate of rotation approaches its steady TaIue. ne speed d~~g S@@ sP~-
ning KM about 60 miles per hour, the descent during these spins being -i-cry slow dde the
rotation was rapid. .

A -rery approximate solution for the -i-elocities, taking T~ as W feet per second, ~7L as

66, cm as 8°, and a, .% 610, due &]]owance ha-ring been made for interference, gi~es:

u = —59.6 feet per second.
~, = —35.o feet per second.
p = —1 .56 radians per second.
r = — 1.90 radians per second.

The angIe of attack ai the plane of symmetry is 30.4”, -which is of the same order of
magnitude ~s the a~~les of attack found dur~~ spins by British”experimenterss US@ an entirely

dfierent method.
It is etident that, if spinnirg is a steady motion, there must be no unbalanced forces

or moments, the air reactions on the airplane bek~ cO~pl&~e& e-qr==d by a S%le Tectior

passing through the center of gravity. The resuItant of aII the components of force parallel
to any gi-ren line must then pass through the C. G. The particular line which is of most
interest in this connec~ion is the .2!axis of the airplane, which has been taken as perpendicular
to the plane of the wir+p. The coefficient of force normaI to the chord of an aerofoil reaches
a maximum at the burble point, drops off siightJy thereafter to a minimum at about 25°, and
then increases again unt i] an angle of attack of 90° is reached. The curve in figure 6 rep-
resents the mmia~ion of normal force with angle of attack for the wing used on ~he ~T4H,
although a part of the cur-ie was hfted from a -wind tunnel test of a slightly different aerofoil,
the tests of the JAT -w@ itself havingg extended only to 20”. It is probable, how-ever, that
aII thin aerofoil sections of tie same general form have close~y simiIar characteristics at angles
beyond that of maximum lift.

To find the condition necessary in order that ~he resultant of the normal components

may lie in the pIane of symmetry it may be assumed that each aerofoil element formed by
two planes parallel to the plane of symmetry acts independently of e-rery other such element,
and thtit the forces and moments acting on the W@ ma-y be found by summ~~ the elementary
forces and moments arising on each element. This method has been found to give good result-s

~ A ?&thematieal Study of Spinning, by Limdemarm, GIauert, and Harrk R. and ?& No. 411, British Advisory Committee for Aeronautic.
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in propeller design, and its application to wings has been ,justified in numerous espcrim cuts

on the auto-rotation of aerofoik in the wind tunnel and on warped amofoik, carried OUL at,

the NationaI Physical L&boratory. It furnishes a very powerful means of analyzing thr

unsymmetrical motions of airplanes.
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Fig. 6.

Tl~e condition Of equilibrium, if the. aerofoiI element tl}eory be used, is that

must be equal to zero, where is is the total span, c the chord, r the distance of an eIement from
the plane of symmetry, and z. the coe.fflc.ient of normal force at the angie

—W+pz~ = tan–l
–U—r.x

Zc over the inner wing, where the angle of attack varies roughIy from 35° to 65°, is nearly

constant, whiIc the coefficient on the outer ~ving increases from the plane of symme~ry, r~ach-

ing a maximum about halfway out, the wing there meeting the air at the angle of maximum

[ift, and then falls off again as the tip is approached, If the zmgles of attack fit the oufzr strut
on a JhT are 8° and 610 the angles of attack at the extreme tips of the upper wings, w-hich
overhang the outer strut points by about 7 feet, are 0.7° and 75°. Therel therefore, is no change
in the direction of the load at the outer tip, as the angle of attack does not pass the tingIc
of zero Iift. It is very probable, however, that it wouki do so in some instances, m the spins
from which these data ha~e been taken were not extreme ones. In some spins tho vane
on the inner wing continuously recorded an angle of from 77° to 790, corresponding to an
angle of approximately 90° at the wing tip,

In figure ? hhere are plotteci curves of T7,a, Z,, and ZOV“:,or mean loading per square foot,
against x, the vaIues taken for u, w, p, and r being those already given as computed from
the observations. The totaI moment about the Iine corresponding to the pIanc of symmetry
(x= 0) of the area under the third of these curves should be zero if the experimental results
and the assumptions made in the computation were correct. The agreement proves to be
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rather poor, the center of action of the normal force, as found from the curve of loacIi~O in

figure 7, lyiIw on the ouh+r W@ and 1.?5 feek from the plane of symmetry, but it is good enough

k} make sure that the load curve in figure 7 represents with reasonable accuracy the form of
the cur-re of load cIistribution aIong the span cIur&~ a spin. The maximum load~~ occurs
near the micldIe of the outer ba.~, and is 3S per cent larger than the mean Ioacl&@. The load
factor given by the curve is 1.25, -which k somewhat smaIIer than the load factor found with
an accelerometer in similar spins. lt. is probabIe that the principaI cause of the cliscrepancies
[ies in the fact that the aiIerons are not centered, ancI that the a-ctutil coefficient of normal
force on the outer portion of the outer wing is therefore less than it was assumed to be in making
the comnvt~’:-nx.
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lt will be noted in figure 7 Lhat the resultant speed does no~ by any means vary uDiforMIY
along the w&~, but falls off to a minimum just beyond the inner strut on the inner w-@ and
then increases again toward the tips.

From the structural standpoint the spin presents no -rery speciaI terrors, and need not
be taken into account at all as a controlling factor in an airplane buiIt for generaI stunting.
It is, howerer, of special interesb because it is a mtineu~er which aLmost any airp~ane is liabIe
to have to execute on some occasion. Xo pilot loops or does vertica} banks without intending
to, but there is always a possibility of fallinQ into a spin -when turn~~ too flatIy or attempting
to fly at a very large a@ of attack, so large that the ailerons become ineffective.

The most strik~~ features of the spin, structurally speaking, are the une-i-en ciistributio~]
of load aIorg the span of the outer wing and the distribution between the upper and Iow-er wings
of a bipIane combination. The first of these features has aIready been commented on. The
second appIies particularly to the inner wing. Year the tip of that wing, -where the angle of
attack is from 60° to 75°, the center of pressure lies about 4.5 per cent of the way back on the
rhord, and it is probiible, although no c{irect experiments are a-raiIaNe at such angIesj that the
lower wing carries about 70 per cent of the load. Tais concentration of Ioad on the lower wing
is, of course, most marked -when the upper and lower -king-s are of equal span.

The load on the drag trusi -when spinning is negligible. The drag is -i-cry large, but is
carried through the interplane bracing, the resuItant reaction on alI elements of the wings except
those near the outer w~~ tip bei~~ -i-irtuaIIy perpendicular to the chord.

.

—
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.Lccelerorneier tests have shown a load factor

CO-21MITTFJZ FOR AERONAUTICS.

which does not exceed 2.2 dwrirw the worst

spins, and is materially less than that in most instances. Making all due allowa~ce for the
unusuaI distribution of load, it appears certain that an airplane designed to sustain a load
factor of 3.5 with the C. F’. forwarcl and a factor of 4 in the lower rear spar with the C. X’. at
45 per cent of the chord from the leading edge will bc strong ~nough to stand any kind of a
spin.

All along the inner wing the rwdtant force on the wing is virtually perpendicular to the
wing chord, and the same condition prevails over a part of the outer wing. As the angle of
cIttack falls below 20°, howwver, the vector inclines forward of the perpendicular to the chord
and remains so irwlined until the angIe reaches about. 4°. At angles smaller than that the
perpendicular is inc]inwl to the rear. This forward inclination of the vector over a part of the
outer wing furnishes the force which keeps up the yawing veIocity in spite of the damping
due to the lateral motion of the -rerticaI tail surfaces, In order to check the spin it is necessary
either to centralize ihe rudcIer, thus increasing the damping effect of the verticaI surfaces over
that. given by the fin alone when the rudder is trailing ineffectively toward the inside of the
path of spin, or, in extreme cases and in unstable machines, to pui the rudc{cr o~er toward the ~
outside, thus furnishing an additiclnal yawing moment independent of the yawing velocity.
The rolling and the yawing in a spin act as a check on each other to some extent, lf the rolling
velocity be supposed to be increased from any czuse the angle at the outer wing tip becomes
smaller, and the backward angIe of inclination becomes larger at. the tip and extends over a
larger part of the’ wing. The positive yawing moment due to the wings (assuming the yaw to be
in the positive dircc-tion) is lessened, and the yawing ~elocity must therefore be lessened in order
that the negative moment due to the tail surfaces may decrease and that the motion may be a
steady one. The resuIt is a decreased yawing veIocity, a decreased angIe of attack, and n steep-
ened path of descent.

A washout of angle toward the wing tips should bc bcmeficial in spinning for two reasons:
In the first place, equi~ibrimn in respect of normal forces is secured with a smaller rolling velocity
than would e.sist if all the chords lay in one plane, as the normal force drops off with increased
abruptness toward the tip of the outer whg because of the washout, whi]e the folce on the
other -wing, presented to the air at an abnormally Iarge angIe, is not affected by the washout
at all. The washout} therefore, slows up the spin. Second, the yaw is resisted because the
backward force on the outer wing tip is increased by the washout, while the normal force at.
the inner wing tip, inclined forward of the perpendicular to the plane of the chords near the
plane of symctry, has a forward component, Both of these changes in the forces act together
to give a negative yawing moment and ‘to resist the spin.

The yaw in a spin is primarily dynamic, not static, and it is damping of yawing velocity,
not ‘~directional stability ‘J in the common sense, that is of concern. To speak in more correct
terms NT,,not liTV,is the dominant factor, although it is impossible to frame any estimate of the
importance of the latter derivative until measurements of side-sIipping veIocity in spins ha~e
been made. Since damping moment ~aries as the scyuare of the dist ante from the C. G., while
staticaI moment varies only as the first power, the fin surface shouId all be as far away from the
C. G. as possible. The flat sides of a deep fuselage. ma? be useful in giving “ weathmc.ock stabil-
ity, ” but they are of little assis~ance in clamping mot~ons; and it is of interest to note in this
connection that the old pushers with open tail structures and all the fin surface at–a maximum
distance from the C. G. -we?e practically immune from spins even when heavily loaded, and
that the first true spin of which there is an? record was performed by the late Lieut. Ptirkr,
R N. A. S., on tke all-inclosecl Amo–-a mac.hme witl] an extremely deep flat-sided fuselage.

What is really wanted to make airplanes which will not spin, as has been pointed out by
Dr. Leonard Bai&tow and others as a result of experiments on the auto-rottition of stalled
aerofoiIs, is a wind celI for which the normal force has no maximum for my angle less than 90°.
Failing such a wing, it appears that spinning dangers can be ameliorated by using washout
of angle new the tips and by securing the largest possible negztive value of hT,.
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LOOPS.

The experiments on loops were carried out in the same -way as those on spins, except that
only one wing needed to be considered, since z properly executed loop is a symmetrical maneuver
The best record obtained is pIotted in iigure S, and is typical of the form of alI the others.

The most interesting feature of these curves of speed and angle is the light which they
shed on the question of “hang loops,” and on the reasons for the great clifllculty ex-perienced
by some pilots in getting around a loop -without hesitating on top, in the upsidedom position.
It wilI be obser~ed that., as the stick w-as pulIed back, the angle of attack increased rapidIy-.
.4t the end of two seconds the angle of maximum lift was reached, but the angle continued
to increase untiI, after another one and a half seconds,’ it attained a value of 24°, at -which point
the lift is oily 80 per cent of that at 12°, and is ec~ual to that at 6°. The effectiveness of the
wing in the necessary centripetal force to carry the airplane arou-ncl the loop was then no greater,
at that instant? than it wouId be if the angle of attack had been reduced by 6°, but the drag,
acting to decrease the speed and so to decrease the lift, is 780 per cent greater at 24° than at 6°.

Zhe h .SecOnds.
FIG. S.

After reaching the ma.xi.mum just mentioned the angIe of attack decreased rapidIy to a

value of – 15°~ the speed at the same time falling to tipproximateIy 20 miles per hour (the ti-
speed meter was modified tO extend its r~ge tO lower speeds h these tests> but the readings
of minimum speed are not very accurate). In other -words, the airpIane m-as stalled on its back
and was dropping, gaining speed at the same time. The angle then increased to a second maxi-
mum of 20° as the machine began to flatten out. It w-as ~ery evident. to the pilot and observer
that there was a negative Ioading OB the w@% at the top. of the loop, and the machine seemed
to hang in the inverted position for a perceptible inter-raI before the nose whipped downward.
The natural tendency is for a pilot who fids himself @ this position to attribute it to having
failed to pull the nose Up quickly ~ough to get around the critical portion of the loop before
the momentum is exhausted, and his next attempt he fl try to pulI the stick back more ShWPIY,
resulting in the attainment of a stall larger angIe of attack and a still quicker loss of speed and
more rapid dimunition of angIe. It appears that the trouble is due entirely to too abrupt a
pulI up, and that far better re.dts -would have been attained jj the stick had been eased forward
as soon as the nose of the machine was we!_Istartecl up-ward. There has been DO OpPOrtU~W

Up to the present. time to repeat these experiments on a loop executed more gentIy.
A comparison of the results of these tests with a computation from model experiment u.

the probable path of a similar machine in looping disposes one to pessimism with regard tO the
possibility of basing an analysis of such maneuvers on tests of models under steady conditions.
Although the computation was carried out ~ on the assumption of an instantaneous pulhg up

4 Stresses in Diving and Looping; Bulletin of the Air@ne Engineering Department, U. S. .4., June, 1918.
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of the elev~tor to the limit of its travel, an abruptness which would never be approachwl itl
practice, neither the fist maximum va]ue of the angle nor the minimum wc?re as extreme as the
augles found On actual testl the first being 17Q and tke second 6°. The difference betwcm the
two resuIts is partly accounted for by the difference in speed at the start of the loop, the com-
putation having been carried through on the assumption that the tiirp]ane w-as c?i~ing at 123
m. p. h. l~rhen the elevator was pulIecI up, partly by the fact that the C. G. ;Yas f:lrt,]ler buc]i
in the actuaI airplane than it was assumed to be in the model} tind the machine was. therefore
somewhat more responsive to longituclina] control, and partly by the efIect of the slipstream
of the control; but these factors can hardI.y be allowed for quantitatively, rrncl the extvnt of the
difl’erence between the free-flight tesi and the computation is rather disappointing.

If the angle of attack ancl the speed be known it should be possible to compute tho normal
force acting on the wings, pro-vicled that, a wind tunnel test ou a model of the aerofoil uscxt is
available. This has been clone for the case illustrated in figure S, and the cornputcd normal force is
plotted ag%inst time in figure 9. Iio test of the a-ctuaI xerofoil used was available for ~-rry large
positive or negative angles (beyond +200 ald – 5°), and it WM therefore necessnry, as m the
computations for spin, to take the curves for ti slightly different but similrw aerofoil. It is
probable thai the differences in lift coefficient between thin aerofoils of normal type and with
virtually flat lower surfaces are negIible tit angles beyond those of mrrximum lift. coefficient,
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The computed curve of normal force SIIOWSa g~neral correspondence of form with the
curves determined direct.lj’ by the use of the accelerometer for similar loops, hut the maximum
loading found by comput~tion is ffir larger than that tictually existing, The di[l’erencfi betwerm
the two maxima appears too large to be accounted for by errors or lng in tile instruments, crude
though they are, and the only. other exphmation that occurs is that th~ actual coefficient of
normal force may be diflerent when the airplane is aecelertiting and WIICI1the nrrgIo of a{ttick
is changing rapidly from that, existing under steady .conciitions, l?urth[~r tests on this poinL
both in full flight and on models, are to be underttikcrr as soon M possible, m the point is onc
which has fin important bearing on the maximum loading attainable and consequently on tbc
necessary load factors to be used in design, as well as on longit udimd -corltrollability.


